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Sew Brilliant Bags
by Debbie Shore 

It can be difficult to find bag designs that really inspire you: you might want the shape and
pockets of one combined with the size and handles of another. But how do you put all these
different elements together to create your perfect bag? Let sewing superstar Debbie Shore
equip you with all the techniques you need to create 12 beautiful, customizable projects,
and then show you how to apply these techniques and ideas to create your own unique
designs.

The projects are wide-ranging, giving you plenty of ideas and techniques to try out, including
a large, square-bottomed beach bag, a zipped, curved-top shoulder bag, an oilcloth tote, a
pleated cosmetic bag, and a three-pocket cross-body bag with a magnetic fastener. Learn
how to complete a range of techniques, from adding piping and making eyelets to inserting
zips, adding handles and straps and creating a square bag base. What you create next is
up to you! Mix and match techniques, fabrics and ideas to create a truly personal bag. All
the techniques and stitches you need are clearly explained, and the projects can all be
made on a basic sewing machine. The book is packed full of Debbie’s friendly help and
advice, with all the projects shown using clear step-by-step photography and easy-to-follow
instructions.

The latest sewing title from sewing superstar Debbie Shore
Choose from 12 beautiful bags, in a variety of styles, shapes and sizes
Designed to teach the reader all the techniques they need to go on to create their own
designs
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